University of Birmingham
Why Birmingham
Birmingham has been challenging and developing great minds for more than a century. Characterised by a tradition of innovation, research at the
University has broken new ground, pushed forward the boundaries of knowledge and made an impact on people’s lives.
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Facilities
Departments from across the School are largely based within the refurbished Muirhead Tower on the University’s main Edgbaston campus offering state-of-the-art teaching
and research study facilities including free wifi throughout the building and dedicated study areas for postgraduate research students.
Find out more about our Facilities (/schools/government-society/facilities/index.aspx) .

An outstanding learning environment in a global city
You will be part of a diverse community (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/university/about/equality/index.aspx) located in an inspirational campus setting, with access to the
most vibrant multicultural city in the UK on your doorstep. You will relish your time at Birmingham, and the friendships you will make and the experience you share will
shape your future.
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The University's 250 acre campus was recently listed in the top ten most beautiful universities in Britain by The Telegraph. It is a campus that is expanding and improving
all the time with our most recent investments being in the planned building of a brand new multi-million pound sports centre, a redeveloped library with a cultural hub
and a brand new student hub (https://cms.bham.ac.uk/community/building/index.aspx) housed in the iconic Aston Webb building.
Find out more about Birmingham (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/university/about/index.aspx) and the City of Birmingham
(http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/birmingham/thecity.aspx) .

Find out more about what Birmingham has to offer
My Bham - Why our students love Birmingham (/undergraduate/birmingham/mybham/index.aspx)
About Birmingham (/undergraduate/birmingham/About-Birmingham.aspx)
Birmingham the city (/undergraduate/birmingham/thecity.aspx)
What our students say (/undergraduate/birmingham/what-our-students-say.aspx)
Meet our students (/schools/government-society/teaching/student-profiles/index.aspx)
Sport (/undergraduate/birmingham/sport/index.aspx)
Music (/undergraduate/birmingham/music/index.aspx)
The Guild of Students (/undergraduate/birmingham/guild.aspx)
International rankings (/undergraduate/birmingham/international-rankings.aspx)

Universitas 21 (/undergraduate/birmingham/global-networks.aspx)
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